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Sentence starters for evidence in science

This sentence starter helps students adjust their ideas and evidence when explaining the phenomenon. Students work as a pair or group and determine what evidence from the activity is best suited (or argued) to strip sentences. Each group can use these strips (a longer, more multi-day process) to create a full description, or the description can be written as a class with each group that specializes in two claims, along with reconciliation evidence (and inference). Start making claims for students to tell scientific stories, and then add them to
evidence and inference pieces. This sentence starter helps students adjust their ideas and evidence when explaining the phenomenon. Students work as a pair or group and determine what evidence from the activity is best suited (or argued) to strip sentences. Each group can use these strips (a longer, more multi-day process) to create a full description, or the description can be written as a class with each group that specializes in two claims, along with reconciliation evidence (and inference). Start making claims for students to tell
scientific stories, and then add them to evidence and inference pieces. Research requires us to scrutinize information and assess its credibility. Therefore, when you think about various phenomena, review empirical data and give a detailed explanation that justifies the interpretation. An essential component of our research narrative is supporting evidence and example. The type of evidence we provide may reinforce our claims or leave readers confused or skeptical of our analysis. Therefore, it is important to use a proper and logical phrase
that clearly guides the reader from one idea to the next. This article discusses the need to use evidence and examples, and catalogs effective language that can be used to support arguments and embedded examples. When you introduce evidence and examples, evidence and examples create a foundation on which your argument steadfastly holds. Without evidence, your argument scarcity of reliability and teeth. But the laundry list evidence is as bad as failing to provide any data or information that can substantiate the conclusion.
Therefore, when introducing examples, you should use phrases that provide evidence wisely when needed and provide appropriate and clear lysis on how evidence supports arguments. When specifying information that is not common sense, arguments should be introduced and linked as evidence. Draw conclusions, deduce, or suggest meaning based on specific data. You need to clarify your previous statements, and you can make your picture more effective. You need to identify representative examples of categories. the desire to
distinguish the concept; Emphasize points by emphasizing specific situations. In the literature of use and introductory text to help effectively support the context, we have organized an introduction. Depending on the features below. This list is not exhaustive, but it provides nine types of ideas that you can use. Purpose introduction phrase examples are common sense and non-information statements [using the text citation format of the relevant style guide] [author] shown / [authors] found according to, as Smith pointed out in a 2010 study . .
. According to Mark and Peters . . . Drawing conclusions, reasoning, or implying meaning semantics based on a particular data is suggested to be shown on the basis of evidence/suggestions/ and can be observed/observed when it is clearly manifested when there is a hinge on strong negative correlations. . . Evidence / suggestions / marked by their enlarged adrenal, patients . . . Based on the self-reported survey results . . . This phenomenon can be seen when the wind speed is exceeded / can be observed. . . As you can see from the
high recurrence rate . . . Causal relationship between A and B, which is evident when B is triggered. . . . The efficacy of chocolate as a cure for misery is demonstrated by the survey results highlighted in. . . This conclusion depends on . . . For example, clarifying the previous statement on an example-by-example basis is an example that clearly describes it as a particular thing, that is, this occurrence is rare. For example, only one out of 20 cases. . . . The current population growth rate is not sustainable. For example, some major coastal
cities are already suffering. . . . I feel that less than 20% of new marriages are ready through illustrations. . . . For example, when a country is facing a recession, polls show that more than 80 percent of the population is supported. . . To be clear, not all government-funded facilities are provided. . . . For further explanation, a large amount of Agent O can be triggered. . . Millennials prefer flexible working conditions, the ability to work remotely. Specifically, the bull market can . . . In other words, an important and sudden drop in temperature
can be. . . . In other words, a short burst of high-intensity ultrasound can be . . . *NOTE: Identifying representative examples in categories such as exclusion*, including examples such as examples such as examples and likes, has two uses. An example introduces a specific example that is part of a category. Likes suggest that the items listed are similar to the topics described, but are not included. For example, a typhoon is considered an act of God. The island has many indigenous carnivorous plants, such as venus flytraps. The only
known bioluminescence vertebrate is fish (e.g. anglers and lantern fish). Another example of this exception is . . . I prefer outdoor sports like climbing because they enjoy nature while exercising. All mammals, except humans, stop drinking milk at a young age. All stars, including our sun, . . . Hawks Feast For example... In a typical scenario, male patients with arthritis are similar to the concept of distinguishing similar cases in the same way as in common situations. . . Unlike single-blind studies, double-blind studies reduce the risk of
observer bias. Careful editing can reduce redundancy and expressiveness in the same way. For one thing, let's look at the situation . . . In typical situations, marsupials would . . . Cortisol inhibitor effect in normal scenarios. . . For example, especially in the case of nocturnal Mars, there is remarkably highlighting points by highlighting certain situations, for example . . . In fact, after the World Health Organization (WHO) declared an end to the Ebola outbreak in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. In fact, there are ice-free habitats around
Antarctica. High carbon steel alloys, in particular, undergo conversion when . . . Remarkably, there are desert irregular rainfall levels . . . At one point, the last known male northern white rhino. .. While all research authors can take advantage of these useful phrases and enhance their academic writing by typing in their work, it is recommended that professional academic editors take a look at all terms and phrases in a given research context before submitting them to a journal. Not all journals use the same terms and phrases in publications,
so it's a sound idea to read at least a few manuscripts in the target journal before submitting the manuscript. Claims, Evidence, and Inference (CER) CER definition: Claims: Answers to questions. It specifies what you think. The third person states. I do not have a statement. Evidence: Actual observations, measurements, or quotes from an experiment, article, or video. When you use a lab, you must provide information from the data collection. Inference: Evidence explains how to support a claim. It connects evidence to claims that already
uses knowledge known to scientific classes and real knowledge. CER sentence frame: claim sentence frame: (Just write an answer with a statement - see below for example).
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
pattern found in the practice is
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________This

[_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Autopsy reports showed that the cause of death was an overdose in cardiology. His brother Bern's fingerprints were found in both wine bottles and heart medicine bottles. Traces of heart medicine were also found in wine. Q: Who killed Tom? Example of claims: Bern killed Tom. Evidence: An autopsy report showed that Tom died of an overdose of heart medicine, bern's fingerprints were found in both wine and cardiac medicine, and traces of heart medicine were found in the wine. Reasoning example: Evidence proves that Tom's wine
spikes leading to The Death of Vern Tom. Death.
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